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In his lecture at the KIT Colloquium Fundamentale, Professor Christoph Stiller  

will address how autonomous cars perceive the world around them. 

(Photo: Patrick Langer, KIT)  

“Künstlich aber real – die stille Revolution der KI-Technologien” 

(Artificial but real – the silent revolution of AI technologies) is 

the title of a forthcoming series of lectures at the Colloquium 

Fundamentale of ZAK | Center for Cultural and General Studies 

at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) discussing the var-

ious aspects of Artificial Intelligence. The opening lecture enti-

tled “Schach dem Menschen. Deep Blues Sieg und die Ges-

chichte Künstlicher Intelligenz” will be given by Martina Heßler, 

Professor for History of Technology, on Thursday, May 23, 2019 

at 6:30 pm in the NTI lecture room at KIT Campus South 

(Engesserstrasse 5, building 30.10). 

Often unnoticed, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has found its way into our 

lives, be it Alexa and Siri in living rooms, satellite navigation devices 

in cars, or voice and face detection systems in mobile phones. Clever 

algorithms and smart machines offer a promising future and bear the 

potential to transform the job market and revolutionize research. At 

the same time, the growing influence of AI also produces fears and 

insecurities.  

  

Series of Public Lectures on Artificial Intelligence 

This summer term’s Colloquium Fundamentale at KIT is dedicated to the technological and cul-

tural potential of AI. 
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What precisely is Artificial Intelligence, what can it do and how can we 

understand its complexity? Is a social order controlled by AI still a pie 

in the sky or has it already become reality? Which role do we want AI 

to play in our lives and how can we contribute to preserve ethics in a 

future shaped by AI? 

On the occasion of the Science Year 2019 with its focus on Artificial 

Intelligence, experts from different disciplines will delve into these and 

other questions around the topic of Artificial Intelligence. Featured 

topics include the benefits of the most recent technological develop-

ments as well as the points brought forward by AI critics, and those 

AI technologies that are already governing many aspects of our daily 

lives. This series will provide insights into the current situation and 

enable a multi-faceted exchange through lectures and audience dis-

cussions. 

In her opening lecture entitled “Schach dem Menschen. Deep Blues 

Sieg und die Geschichte Künstlicher Intelligenz”, Professor Martina 

Heßler will outline the history of Artificial Intelligence and discuss fun-

damental questions related to the man-machine relationship. The lec-

tures of the Colloquium Fundamentale will all be held at 6:30 PM on 

the dates listed below. Entry is free. 

Dates and Lecturers at the Colloquium Fundamentale: 

May 23, 2019: Schach dem Menschen. Deep Blues Sieg und die 

Geschichte Künstlicher Intelligenz 

Prof. Martina Heßler, Professor for History of Technology at the Uni-

versity of Technology Darmstadt will speak about humankind being 

under pressure after the chess victory of Deep Blue, and about the 

history of Artificial Intelligence. 

June 6, 2019: Mobile maschinelle Wahrnehmung für Automati-

sche Automobile 

Prof. Christoph Stiller, Director of the KIT Institute of Measurement 

and Control, will speak about how autonomous cars perceive the 

world around them. 

June 27, 2017:  A.I. & Speech: A Silent Anthropomorphism? 

Prof. Björn W. Schuller, FIEEE, CSO – University of Augsburg & Im-

perial College London & audEERING 

This lecture in English will be held in the banquet hall of the Student’s 

Cultural Centre at KIT, Adenauerring 7. Please register for this event 

by sending an email to culture-china@intl.kit.edu.  
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July 11, 2019: PrognoNetz: Erhöhung der Übertragungskapazität 

mittels intelligenter Stromnetze 

Prof. Wilhelm Stork, Head of Microsystem Technology at the Institute 

for Information Processing Technology of KIT, will speak about 

PrognoNetz, a project aimed at increasing the transmission capacity 

of electrical power by means of intelligent networks. 

July 18, 2019: KI, Ethik und Gesellschaft – Entwicklungen, Er-

wartungen und Herausforderungen 

Prof. Oliver Bendel, Professor at the Institute for Commercial Infor-

mation Technology, University of Applied Sciences Northwestern 

Switzerland (FHNW), will speak about developments, expectations 

and challenges in the context of AI, ethics, and society. 

For more information on lectures and lecturers, please see the infor-

mation available online at  

http://www.zak.kit.edu/english/colloquium_fundamentale.php. 

More about the KIT Information · Systems · Technologies Center: 

http://www.kcist.kit.edu   

Being “the Research University in the Helmholtz Association,” 

KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the envi-

ronment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to 

the global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and infor-

mation. For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad 

range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, 

economics, and the humanities and social sciences. KIT pre-

pares its 25,100 students for responsible tasks in society, indus-

try, and science by offering research-based study programs. In-

novation efforts at KIT build a bridge between important scien-

tific findings and their application for the benefit of society, eco-

nomic prosperity, and the preservation of our natural basis of 

life. 

This press release is available on the internet at  

www.sek.kit.edu/presse.php 

The photo in the best quality available to us may be downloaded un-

der www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49 

721 608-21105. The photo may be used in the context given above 

exclusively.  

This year’s anniversary logo recalls the milestones reached by KIT 

and its long tradition in research, teaching, and innovation. On Octo-

ber 1, 2009, KIT was established by the merger of its two predecessor 

institutions: the Polytechnic School and later University of Karlsruhe 

was founded in 1825, the Nuclear Reactor Construction and Opera-

tion Company and later Karlsruhe Research Center in 1956. 
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